Inflatable Slide Operation Guidelines
1. Do not permit participants on the slide until slide is completely set-up. Complete setup includes slide being inflated to maximum capacity, slide being staked or weighed
down and any foreign objects being removed from slide surface.
2. Immediately remove riders if conditions are unfavorable. Unfavorable conditions

include wind conditions/gusts at or more than 15 mph, rain, lightning or any other
situation that would be a cause of injury to riders or damage to slide.
3. Immediately remove riders if “stake-down/tie-down” attachments come unattached.
Immediately remove riders if slide loses air pressure.
4. Please ensure slide participants remove shoes, glasses and sharp or breakable
objects.
5. Do not permit children under the age of 4 to use slide without parent or guardian.
6. Pregnant women, riders under the influence of drugs or alcohol, injured persons or
individuals unable to physically climb and slide down the slide under their own power
may not ride the slide.
7. “Riders” must ride slide feet-first! Possible injury may occur by permitting riders to
ride in any other direction than feet first. Riders may ride in a sitting or laying
position. They may go on their back or on their stomach.
8. Do not permit riders to grab, jump over/on “mesh” cover at top of slide upon start of
slide.
9. Please ensure riders climb up the “up” side and slide down the “down” side.
10. Please ensure riders immediately exit the slide to their left or right upon stopping at the
bottom of the slide to avoid colliding with other riders.
11. Do not permit more than three riders at the top of the slide.
12. Always be in control of the slide at all times.
13. An adult supervisor must be in attendance of slide at all times. Do not leave slide
unattended at any time.
14. Unplug blower and do not permit minors to use the slide if an adult is not
supervising the slide.
15. Ensure people are not within 25 feet of slide after blower is unplugged.Initial

16. Lack of inflation is a primary cause of concern. If slide loses inflation, check that the

blower is turned on, that the blower is plugged in correctly to an approved electrical
source, that the blower has not come unattached to inflation tube, that the air release
valve is closed or there is a tear in the slide fabric.
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